Vector-based spatial-temporal minimum L1-norm solution for MEG.
Minimum L1-norm solutions have been used by many investigators to analyze MEG responses because they provide high spatial resolution images. However, conventional minimum L1-norm approaches suffer from instability in spatial construction, and poor smoothness of the reconstructed source time-courses. Activity commonly "jumps" from one grid point to (usually) the neighboring grid points. Equivalently, the time-course of one specific grid point can show substantial "spiky-looking" discontinuity. In the present study, we present a new vector-based spatial-temporal analysis using a L1-minimum-norm (VESTAL). This approach is based on a principle of MEG physics: the magnetic waveforms in sensor-space are linear functions of the source time-courses in the imaging-space. Our computer simulations showed that VESTAL provides good reconstruction of the source amplitude and orientation, with high stability and resolution in both the spatial and temporal domains. "Spiky-looking" discontinuity was not observed in the source time-courses. Importantly, the simulations also showed that VESTAL can resolve sources that are 100% correlated. We then examined the performance of VESTAL in the analysis of human median-nerve MEG responses. The results demonstrated that this method easily distinguishes sources very spatially close to each other, including individual primary somatosensory areas (BA 1, 2, 3b), primary motor area (BA 4), and other regions in the somatosensory system (e.g., BA 5, 7, SII, SMA, and temporal-parietal junction) with high temporal stability and resolution. VESTAL's potential for obtaining information on source extent was also examined.